
Summary 
 
Solomon Radasky (Radushinsky), born on May 17, 1910, in Warsaw, Poland, talking about his father 
Jacob Radushinsky, a merchant, and mother Tobi; his siblings Moishe, Ber, Sarah, Rifka, Leah; growing 
up in the Praga district of Warsaw; becoming a furrier and owning a fur shop; being taken by the 
Sicherheitspolizei and forced to shovel snow in January 1941; returning to find the SS had shot his 
mother and sister in their home; his father being shot in April 1942 because he bought bread on the 
black market; making sheepskin jackets for the Germans; being smuggled into the Jewish ghetto to 
look for his sister but not finding her; being stuck in the ghetto after the uprising on April 19, 1943; 
working at the Többens und Schultz clothing factory in Warsaw; believing his two brothers and two 
sisters were sent to Treblinka and never seeing them again; being shot in the ankle on May 1, 1943; 
being sent to Majdanek, pretending not to be wounded; fellow prisoners helping him walk 3 km to 
work; a prisoner and doctor taking out the bullet; describing the Lagerfuhrer on his white horse, 
whipping prisoners; almost being hanged as punishment for a fellow prisoner smoking; after 10 weeks 
sent to the Auschwitz sub-camp Buna, journey taking two nights and one day; falling down while 
lifting rails and being severely beaten; being selected for the gas chambers and pulled out for Dr. 
Mengele's experiments; a prisoner, David Erle whose father was a rabbi in Krakow, helping him to 
hide; convincing the guard he could work, but now having a number tattooed on his arm which 
showed he was selected for the gas chambers; fellow prisoners from Warsaw in Block 6 helping him go 
undetected; using his sewing skills to make a sturdy cap for one of the kapos and being protected by 
him; walking 16 km a day pushing sand bags to cover ashes in Birkenau and witnessing the gas 
chambers; trains from the Lodz ghetto arriving and prisoners going to gas chambers; seeing a soldier 
throw a child who was alive into the crematorium; seeing two boys and one boy being hanged for 
destroying a crematorium in Birkenau; Hungarians arriving and a dwarf being put in a barrel of acid on 
Dr. Mengele's orders; seeing the flesh melt and soldiers picking up the skeleton and hanging it in 
Mengele's office; on January 18, 1945, Auschwitz started being liquidated; having hidden a rabbi in a 
false closet in the barracks and now helping him walk a few days to the next camp, Gross-Rosen; being 
beaten by Ukrainian guards; going to Dachau; trip taking three days, train stopping and reversing; 
seeing a man go crazy with hunger and strangling his father during those days; being transported to 
Feldafing area on April 26-27, 1945, just a few days before Dachau was liberated by US troops; 
Germans shooting prisoners when front approached; hearing allied bombing; realizing this was the 
end of the war, believing he was the only one left of 78 people in his family, knowing he had to live; 
beeing in a train wagon when two American soldiers drove up in a Jeep; one of the soldiers, who 
spoke German, warning him not to eat the rice the US troops prepared for the refugees, telling him to 
have toast instead to slowly expand his stomach; not having clothes or shoes, just a pyjama, and 
working on the streets until July, when the same soldier helped him start smuggling food to the 
refugee camp from the US troops; hitchhiking to Turkheim, where he met and fell in love with his 
future wife Frieda, whose family he had known in Warsaw; buying a sky blue dress from a German 
woman for the wedding, paying her with two packs of cigarettes, 4 oz of coffee and a few Hershey 
bars, but returning later to pay more because it was the right thing; getting married on November 11, 
1946; living in Turkheim for four years; working in the US troops kitchen; having a son May 13, 1948, a 
few days after Israel declared its independence. 
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